AFTER   EVEREST
his time for several weeks to come fighting the cholera and
cheering his jungly parishioners and their Hindu neighbours.
He took us along an interminable path, hot, rough, and in
every possible way taking the longest possible route—to
the first of these villages, some two and a half miles from
his house. Here, as before, we saw the hopelessness of
despair, the shut doors, the listless attitude, the empty
fields. And here, as before, we came across tragedy after
tragedy. Many otherwise hopeless cases were brought back
to a good prospect of recovery, and many homes were
saved from despair by a bottle of medicine. Some six or
seven villages were visited that day, and a glorious bathe
in the sea refreshed us before we went home in the gather-
ing darkness. And so back we went over twenty miles or
so of road, our cheery orderlies singing lustily as the car'
brought us home. Next day we revisited the same places,
and once again saw the same change—despair changed to
hope, fecklessness turned to energy, helplessness to com-
parative cheeriness, closed doors to open houses, and an
eager welcome.
So it went on day after day, week after week, until, about
two months later, the cholera gradually died out, and
instead of spending whole days at it, we went, if called for,
to one village or another where the cholera was still raging.
In January the epidemic ceased; during February only
desultory cases occurred, and once more we were free to
give full attention to the crowded hospital.
Towards the end of 1935 there was another epidemic of
cholera in Travancore; but this time the Government
Medical Service did much more useful work, in both quality
and quantity, and there was not nearly so much left for the
Mission to do. As I was home on furlough at this time,
Dr. Orr was left single-handed at Neyyoor, and could not
do so much relief work as he would have liked. The greater
part was done by Solomon, one of our senior orderlies, who
risked his life daily by visiting many cases of this terribly
infectious and fatal disease. He soon became an expert at
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